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PRODUCTION GUIDELINE
SCHLOSSLICHTSPIELE 2021
DearArtists,this guideline willhelpyoupreparingyour visual and audio content for the „SCHLOSSLICHTSPIELE 2021” in
Karlsruhe. Please read this Guideline carefully. To guarantee a smooth handling without issues, it is indispensable, to follow
these instructions.
Our technical team will be onsite and will assist you. In case of any questions, please feel free to contact us by email.
IMPORTANT: Please confirm this guideline as soon as possible. Should we not get any feedback from you, these information
is deemed confirmed.
Moreover we will need a preview to get an impression of your projection artwork. Please deliver this as a video file (File
format: Quicktime / Codec: Photo JPEG / resolution: 4800x480). Audio content for the preview should be delivered in
stereo in a common file format such as .wav or .mp3. In case of any questions referring to the preview please contact
Moritz Büchner (ZKM): buechner@zkm.de
IMPORTANT: The video format and audio settings written above, only apply to the media preview on a model printed in 3D
at the ZKM in Karlsruhe. The final video and audio settings are shown below. It´s absolutely necessary to deliver your media
with these settings.

Video Render Settings
Animation Codec
Container: .mov
Codec: Animation
Quality: 100%
Depth: 24bit
Aspect Ratio: 16:9 / 1920x1080 Pixel
Aspect: Square Pixel (1.0)
Frame Rate: 25 fps
Field Order: Progressive
TV Standard for colorspace: PAL
Audio: No Audio
Naming for content delivery: Date_Artist_SliceNumber_Version / 250316_AProduction_Slice3_v1

Audio Export Settings
Two PA towers will be located at the front of the castle, left and right (count starts from outer left side of the building
(L & R), additionally at the far corner of each castle wing (count starts from outer left side of the building OL & OR).
The audio system will provide stereo sound by 4 channels.
OR = Outer Right | R = Right | L = Left | OL = Outer Left.
Option 1: 2 Stereo (L/R) Files for 4 channel “surround” sound. (OR/R/L/OL.)
Option 2: 1 Stereo (L/R) File for 2 channel sound. (OR & R = Track Right | L & OL = Track Left)
.wav
Level -9 dB FS (9 dB Headroom)
16 Bit
Stereo
48.00kHz
stereo-interleaved (no split channel)
The length of the audio file has to be exactly the same as video file (time and frames).
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Image Format
If you want to deliver still images they has to be in the following format: .png / .jpg / .jpeg / .bmp
A pixel-accurately playout (finishing) is stringent necessary. Your composition, doesn´t matter if still images or rendered
video, needs to be sliced in 8 parts, each Full HD.
Photoshop (.psd) files can not be integrated by using the Video Playback System. Tiff files can not be integrated by using the
Video PlaybackSystem.

Media Timing
To avoid any issues, it is necessary to deliver a demo clip. About 10 seconds with an entire wireframe or pixel grid,
combined with an extract of your composition, has to be rendered on the surface of the castle Karlsruhe. From this we
can conclude, that your render and export settings are correct.
Storyboard: not defined
Pre- rendering for Media check: not defined
Preview for 3D Model: not defined
Latest Media delivery: not defined
Media approval: not defined
Premiere: not defined
IMPORTANT: These timings are binding. All deadlines must be observed. By delaying volume of work needs to be charged
additionally.

Data Transfer
Your content needs to be delivered on a SSD Data storage device with USB 3.0 connection. The SSD Format has to be exFat
or NTFS. Any other Data Format can not be read and would cause to delay.
IMPORTANT: Your demo clip and media preview can be send through the upload form the zkmCloud. Final show
footage, must be delivered on a SSD Data storage.

Technical Setup
Projectors: 18 Projectors. 8 stacks each with 2 and 3 projectors
Production Resolution: 10800 x 1.080 pixel
Playout Resolution: 8 Slices, each 1920 x 1.080 pixel
Playback System: Pandoras Box
IMPORTANT: Your entire clip needs to be in one part. Arrangements, mixing, masking, transition or compositions in the
Timeline of Pandoras Box is not possible. A mix of different Framerates (fps) is not possible.
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Template Show

File: Template_10800x1080px.png

File: Template_WIRE_10800x1080px.png

Your composition needs to be sliced in 8 parts, as shown in the After Effects project seen below. Exact Matching to
„Template_10800x1080px.png”and delivered Slices Templates is indispensable.
IMPORTANT: The technical setup on site and the AE Project are made for orthogonal setup and rendering not for
perspective view.
The way to create content is not established. Every artist is in charge of itself so create it´s content. As long as the final
render output files, fits to the Template_10800x1080px.png every artist is free to produce and create the content on it´s
own way.
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FullSize_Slice_1_1920x1080.png
FullSize_Slice_2_1920x1080.png
FullSize_Slice_3_1920x1080.png
FullSize_Slice_4_1920x1080.png
FullSize_Slice_5_1920x1080.png
FullSize_Slice_6_1920x1080.png
FullSize_Slice_7_1920x1080.png
FullSize_Slice_8_1920x1080.png
Naming for content delivery: Date_Artist_SliceNumber_Version / 250316_AProduction_Slice3_v1
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3D Model

File: Schloss_isometrisch.jpg
The 3D-Model was generated out of o point cloud, which was generated by a laser scan.
The file Castle_Karlsruhe_3D_Model.fbx contains the 3D-model FBX Viewer Compatible Version.

General Information
General information: Please keep in mind that the color of the facade is yellow and our experience over the previous years
showed us that low-contrast images with yellow and white are sometimes difficult to see. In addition ornamental window
grates and balcony barriers are installed on the facade and can have effects on projection details. Examples are included in
our template package.
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